
Prewriting & Planning your Editorial: AN OUTLINE 

Example claim—BASIC: High schools should not start the school day later. 

Example claim—ADVANCED: High schools should not start the school day later because it would create more problems 

than it would solve. 

Example claim—WITH STATED POINTS: High schools should not start their school days later because it would limit 

students’ abilities to participate in sports and it would reinforce poor sleeping habits in students.   

Your claim (choose from above, then draft your claim; write your final version below):   

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________. 

Write TWO clear, strong REASONS that support your claim and one COUNTERCLAIM:  

1. Reason #1: ______________________________________________________________ 

2. Reason #2: ______________________________________________________________ 

3. Counterclaim: ____________________________________________________________ 

 

PLAN YOUR EDITORIAL (OUTLINE): 

I. INTRODUCTION (1 paragraph) 

A. Hook: Grab attention with a surprising fact, an intriguing question, or a brief, interesting anecdote.  

 

B. What is the PROBLEM related to your claim? Give background information. 

 

C. Your claim: _______________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

II. BODY (3 paragraphs) 

A. P-Point. (topic sentence stating Reason #1 to support your claim): _________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. E-Evidence: Facts, proof, data, anecdotes that support your first reason. 

 

1. A-Analysis : Explain why your evidence proves your POINT. This is where you argue This is where you 

argue  (ethos, pathos, logos). 

 

2. L-Link. Write a concluding sentence that connects your paragraph back to your point (or back to your 

claim) : ___________________________________________________________________________ 



 

B. P-Point. (topic sentence stating Reason #2 to support your claim): _________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. E-Evidence: Facts, proof, data, anecdotes that support your first reason. 

 

3. A-Analysis : Explain why your evidence proves your POINT. This is where you argue  (ethos, pathos, logos). 

 

4. L-Link. Write a concluding sentence that connects your paragraph back to your point (or back to your 

claim) : ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

C. Counterclaim: Write a topic sentence stating a COUNTERCLAIM that opposes your claim:______________  

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Reasoning: Write an explanation of why that counterclaim is WRONG, or why your CLAIM is more 

important, etc.  

a. If you have EVIDENCE that disproves the counterclaim, include it here: ___________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

b. If you’ve provided evidence, also provide ANALYSIS explaining how it disproves the counterclaim 

OR how it proves your claim: __________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Write a concluding sentence that connects your paragraph back to why your claim is correct : 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

III. CONCLUSION (1 paragraph) 

A. Restate thesis/synthesis (In what ways does all this evidence and reasoning support you claim?): 

 

B. Summary of main points; offer a solution, if appropriate 

 

C. Call to action/closing statement: What should the reader/audience do about this issue? 

 

 

 What rhetorical appeals could you use to persuade the audience to agree with you? 

o Ethos: Establish your credibility as the writer. Encourage the audience to trust you. 

 

o Pathos: Make your readers experience an emotional reaction to your argument.  

 

o Logos: Your argument must be logical and reasonable. It must make sense factually and logically. 


